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Disclaimer & advisories
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document any question-and-answer session that may follow, and any additional documents
handed out at the presentation (collectively, the "Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions and you represent that you are able to view this Presentation without
contravention of any legal or regulatory restrictions applicable to you.

Jadestone Energy plc (the “Company“ or “Jadestone“) has issued this presentation and has provided the information in the Presentation, which it does not purport to be comprehensive and which has not been fully verified by
the Company, or any of its employees. shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors give, have given or have authority
to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral
information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by applicable
law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied,
contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or
misstatements (negligent or otherwise) or for any other communication, written or otherwise, made to anyone in, or supplied with, the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

This Presentation is for information purposes only and should not be considered as the giving of investment, tax, legal or other advice or recommendation by the Company, or by any of its respective shareholders, directors,
officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of any invitation or inducement to engage in any investment activity nor shall it form a recommendation or inducement to or
form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities or any business or assets of the Company described herein in the United Kingdom, the United States
of America (“United States”) or any other jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of, or be relied in any connection with, any contract or investment decision or any commitment
whatsoever. The reader must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as
to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns and any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective
judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Accordingly, neither the Company nor its shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates shall be liable for any direct,
indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement or omission in, or supplied with, the Presentation or in any future communications in connection with the Company to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

The information in the Presentation is made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to provide the reader with access to any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies herein which may
become apparent save as may be required by applicable law or the AIM Rules for Companies. This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or
transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in a jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this
Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. Statements contained in the
Presentation describing documents and agreements are surmises only and such surmises are qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents and agreements.

The content of the Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). Reliance on the Presentation for the purpose of
engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which the Presentation relates
should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Forward looking statements and information 
This announcement may contain certain forward-looking statements with respect to the Company’s expectations and plans, strategy, management’s objectives, future performance, production, reserves, costs, revenues and
other trend information. These statements are made by the Company in good faith based on the information available at the time of this Presentation, but such statements should be treated with caution due to inherent risks and
uncertainties. These statements and forecasts involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend upon circumstances that may occur in the future. There are a number of factors which could cause actual
results or developments to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements and forecasts. The statements have been made with reference to forecast price changes, economic conditions
and the current regulatory environment. Nothing in this Presentation should be construed as a profit forecast. Past share performance cannot be relied upon as a guide to future performance. The Company does not assume
any obligation to publicly update the information, except as may be required pursuant to applicable laws.

Oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information 
The oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and the Canadian Oil and Gas
Evaluation Handbook (the "COGE Handbook"). Terms related to resources classifications referred to in this document are based on definitions and guidelines in the COGE Handbook which are as follows.

A barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE") is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratios of six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") to one barrel. BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A BOE
conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 BOE is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given that the value ratio based on the
current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilising a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an indication of value.

Henning Hoeyland of Jadestone Energy Inc., a Subsurface Manager with a Masters degree in Petroleum Engineering who is a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers and who has been involved in the energy industry for
more than 19 years, has read and approved the technical disclosure in this Presentation.

Presentation
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers
contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed. This document has been prepared in compliance with English Law and English
courts will have exclusive jurisdiction over any disputes arising from or connected with this document.
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Peninsular Malaysia acquisition highlights
Low cost reserves acquisition with immediate cash flow

! 12.5 mm boe 2P reserves, at US$0.72/boe1

! US$9 million headline price, funded through available cash resources
Low cost 

reserves add

Immediate 
cash flow

Exposure to future 
opportunities

Potential 
upside

High value 
production

! High value production of ~6,000 boe/d2, primarily oil sold at a premium to Brent

! Payback in less than 12 months

! Establishes Jadestone operating credentials in Malaysia 

! Helps facilitate access to future opportunities in country

! Re-activation of existing wells with workovers, recompletions, etc

! Additional infill well potential and reservoir optimisation in a familiar setting

! <US$20/boe opex3

! Immediately accretive to group opex4

1 Management estimated 2P reserves as of 31 Dec 2020, and based on cash consideration of US$9 million.  Excludes potential contingent payments of up to additional US$6 million 
2 Jadestone net working interest basis
3 Management’s estimated 2021 unit opex
4 Based on 2021 guidance assumptions

Pre-funded 
decommissioning

! Facilities decommissioning funded through a paid-up cess fund

! Jadestone will only be required to abandon the wells

<$20/boe
opex

$0.72 
/2P reserves

1 <12 months
payback

2
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Ensuring sustainability
Jadestone’s ESG priorities in Malaysia

Social and 
human capital

Environment

Governance
and leadership

Framework Priorities

Striving for excellence, with a target of 
zero incidents, accidents and impacts wherever possible

! Locally-sourced energy
! Additional resource potential without additional 

infrastructure via increasing recovery factors
! Opportunities for operating efficiencies to reduce 

emissions footprint

! Jadestone will employ the seller’s offshore and 
supply base workforce (61 Malaysian nationals)

! Onshore workforce to be increased with 45 new hires 
(95% national talent), supplemented by existing 
support from our KL Technical Centre of Excellence

! Focused on recognising talent and providing 
leadership opportunities for national employees

! Jadestone will align with the Malaysianisation Plan as 
stipulated under PETRONAS guidelines

! Committed to observe the highest standards of 
integrity and ethical business practices as per 
Company’s Code of Conduct Policy

! Maintaining a culture of diversity and inclusion and 
upholds disciplined employment practices
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Peninsular Malaysia assets
Oil producing, free cash generating assets, shallow water

Acquisition overview

! Four offshore PSCs in Malaysia 
— Operated PSCs account for over 80% of 

reserves: 
60% WI in PM323, 70% WI in PM329

— Non-operated assets: 50% WI in PM318 and 
AAKBNLP

! Key attributes
— 2P reserves 12.5 mm boe1

— Production of ~6,000 boe/d2, over 90% oil
— Sold via TAPIS stream at premium to Brent

— Current and immediate cash-flow

! Sustainable platform
— With further infill drilling, potential for a multi-year 

production plateau at current rates

! Upside potential

— Opportunity for operating efficiencies
— Reservoir optimisation
— Restoring idle wells to production
— Potential for multiple infill drilling campaigns

High value mid-life/mature assets, 
with substantial running room

1 Management estimated 2P reserves as of 31 Dec 2020, and based on cash consideration of US$9 million.  Excludes potential contingent payments of up to additional US$6 million 
2 Jadestone net working interest basis

PM 329

PM 323

PM 318 / 
AAKBNLP

Source Wood Mackenzie
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The Malay Basin
A familiar address for the Jadestone team

! Familiar subsurface environment
— Close to former Talisman acreage and current Jadestone 

assets in Vietnam
— Coastal plain deposit consisting of Oligocene to Miocene 

fluvial to shallow marine reservoir sand.

— We have extensive experience with these types of 
reservoirs

! Prolific basin
— Malaysia’s main development focus since the 1960’s
— Resources held primarily by majors ~ potential for further 

M&A

A

Jadestone Vietnam assets
Peninsular Malaysia assets
Legacy Talisman asset

Asset/block overview

Structural cross-section

Cross Section of Malay Basin NW-SE section. Modified from Esso (1985). 
Source: Extract from Chapter 8, Malay Basin; The Petroleum Geology and 
Resources of Malaysia, Petroleum Management Unit, PETRONAS 1999.
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PM323 Overview
Mid-life assets with running room for future development

! Three producing oil fields, 72 metres water depth
— East Belumut & Chermingat (first oil in 2008), West Belumut (first 

oil in 2010)
! Wellhead platform on each field with central processing facility at 

East Belumut

! Oil exported via 3rd party TAPIS export pipeline to onshore 
terminal

! Gas utilised for gas lift / injection

Location mapAsset description

! All fields have low recovery factor with upside opportunity

! Reservoir optimisation

! Restore production from idle wells

! Infill drilling

Investment potential

Source Wood Mackenzie
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PM329 Overview
Excellent reservoir quality leading to high recovery factor

Field Description

Infrastructure

! Reservoir optimisation through gas-injection

! Well intervention

! Infill drilling

Investment potential

! East Piatu field, in 63m water depth

! Aquifer support and re-injection of produced gas providing 
sweep and pressure maintenance.

! Strong reservoir performance

! East Piatu-A wellhead platform and central processing plant

! Oil and gas pipelines
— Oil exported via TAPIS pipeline to onshore crude oil terminal 
— Gas exported via pipeline to onshore gas processing plant

Location map

Source Wood Mackenzie
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Overview of Malaysian fiscal regime
WoodMac illustration of generic Malaysian R/C PSC

Illustration of project cashflows between contractor & Government1

! 10% royalty on hydrocarbon revenues
! Maximum 70% cost recovery to contractor, 

reduced as revenue over cost (R/C) index2 

increases
— Unused cost recovery split based on R/C sliding 

scale and whether total cumulative production 
exceeds threshold volume (THV)

! Profit share
— Split also based on R/C sliding scale and whether 

cumulative production is above or below THV 
! Other taxes

— Export duty: 10% of exported profit oil
— Supplementary payment: applied on unused cost 

recovery and profit share when actual prices 
exceed base price.  Tax levied at 70%

— Research cess: 0.5% of contractor entitlement
! 38% petroleum income tax on contractor 

entitlement 
— Depreciation, costs and other taxes are 

deductible
! Decommissioning

— Cost recoverable annual payment to cess fund 
for facilities

— Cost recoverable as incurred for wells

Summary of key terms1

1 Source: Wood Mackenzie.  Illustration of PSC with R/C index in the 1.4 to 2.0  tranche, and cumulative production below THV
2 R/C index = (cumulative contractor entitlement less supplementary payment) / cumulative costs
3 Illustration of cost current PSC, where recoverable costs are below max cost recovery
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Material impact on the Jadestone portfolio
Growth in production and reserves

Group production, mboe/d1
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2018 2019 2020 2021
guidance

PenMal 2021
guidance

plus
PenMal
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2018 2019 2020 PenMal Adjusted
2020

1 Net working interest
2 Group 2P reserves based on reserves evaluations conducted by ERCE, except for PenMal which are management estimated 2P reserves as of 31 December 2020

Group 2P reserves2 (at 31 December), mm boe

~34% increase

Material and immediate increase in Group production and reserves

~44-52% 
increase

mboe/d mm boe
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Key steps to completing the transaction
Straight-forward process

! Executed 30 April 
2021

! Economic effective 
date 1 January 
2021

Sale and purchase 
agreement

Conditions to 
closing

! PETRONAS 
consent 

! Waiver of pre-
emption right

Closing

! H2 2021
! US$9 million initial 

consideration to be 
funded from cash 
resources

Contingent 
payments

! US$3 million tied to 
Brent oil upside 
scenario in each of 
2021 and 2022

Anticipated closing in H2 2021

1 Contingent payments of US$3 million are triggered if the average Dated Brent oil price is equal to or greater than US$65/bbl in 2021, or US$70/bbl in 2022
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Key assets and reserves

! Cash acquisition of Peninsular Malaysia assets
— Adds 12.5 mm boe 2P reserves
— Immediate cash flow add
— New operating jurisdiction for Jadestone

Jadestone Energy—updated portfolio overview
Building a balanced, low risk, full cycle portfolio

Asset Country W.I. (%) 2P1

(mm bbls)
2C2

(mm boe) Production (net WI) / status

Maari 69% 10.6 -- 2021 production guidance 
~1,500 bbls/d

Montara 100% 23.5 -- 2021 production guidance 
10,000 – 12,000 bbls/dStag 100% 13.7 --

PM329 70%

12.5 -- 6,000 boe/dPM323 60%
PM318, 
AAKBNLP 50%

OK3 -- Reserves estimated 
with new PSC3

~1.4 mboe/d 
(at March 2018)

Lemang 90% 16.8 Subject to FID
Nam Du
(Block 46/07) 100% -- 17.9 Subject to FDP approval

U Minh
(Block 51) 100% -- 12.3 Subject to FDP approval

Tho Chu
(Block 51) 100%4 -- 63.7 Suspended development 

awaiting ullage

Comments

Key assets location

1 Maari based on ERCE Competent Persons Report effective 28 Feb 2021.  Montara and Stag 
based on  reserves report prepared for the Company by ERCE as of 31 Dec 2020.  
Malaysia based on management estimates as of 31 Dec 2020

2 Lemang based on ERCE Competent Persons Report effective 31 Dec 2020.  2C resources 
for other assets per ERCE CPR as at 31 Dec 2017 

3 Anticipate to re-enter the PSC for up to a 40% working interest
4 Before back-in right of 3%

Producing Development Other

51 46/07

Ogan Komering3

Stag

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

AUSTRALIA

Gulf of 
Thailand

Celebes Sea

Timor Sea

Montara

Lemang

PM329

VIETNAM PHILIPPINES

PM323
PM318, AAKBNLP

NEW ZEALAND

Maari


